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Introduction
The paper requires candidates to answer questions in ninety minutes. There was some evidence
that, for some candidates, time became a limiting factor, with some suggestion of rushing in the
final section however, the vast majority of candidates completed the paper. The space provided
in the answer booklet was ample for most candidates.
The (a) questions will be readily recognisable to the students as their style has not changed from
the legacy specification. They comprise 20% of the available marks per question for knowledge
and understanding (A01) and require the students to define a keyword.
It should be noted that whilst many of the keywords for 5RS08 remain the same as those from
the legacy specification some keywords have changed and some definitions have been amended.
It therefore is of benefit to make sure current teaching materials are accurate with respect to
the specification.
The (b) questions have undergone a dramatic transformation and now form part of the
requirement for candidates to use evidence and evaluate personal responses (A02). They are
the only part of the paper for which candidates give developed answers in order to achieve full
marks. Many candidates find the development of their simple answers particularly demanding and
this is an area of teaching where exemplification and practice will benefit the students.
The (c) questions are again likely to look familiar to the candidates. The biggest difference in
the new specification is the use of this part of the question to consider the quality of written
communication.
The work is marked according to the Religious Studies content and then given a final assessment
of the religious coherence to determine the final mark.
The (d) questions again maintain the style of the legacy specification with a quote which the
candidates respond to. The answer booklet has been made significantly clearer as (d)(i) requires
the candidate to respond with their own personal view of the quotation and (d)(ii) asking them to
give the reasons why some people would not agree with them.
The most straightforward way for candidates to achieve full marks is to give three simple reasons
for (d)(i) and again for (d)(ii). Many students struggled to demonstrate their knowledge and
also did not gain marks when following a format more appropriate to the legacy style quotation
questions.
The individual questions are considered in the following report.
Example responses are given for each question.
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Question 1(a)
Section 8.1 Religion: rights and responsibilities.
This section only requires candidates to study Christian attitudes.
Most candidates made a very positive start to the paper with the section 1 questions having the
highest mean mark on the paper. However, in some cases spending a long time on section 1 had
detrimental effects later in the paper.

Examiner Comments
This response provides an example of a candidate who was
familiar with the keywords and has scored full marks.

Examiner Tip
Although students are credited for alternative wording of a part
(a) response, the easiest way for a candidate to achieve full
marks is to know their glossary definitions which can be found
on pages 119 and 120 of the specification.
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Question 1(b)(c)(d)
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Examiner Comments
This example illustrates a part (b) response scoring full marks with two developed reasons.
A similar pattern is seen in the part (c) response with a simple reason offered for why
some Christians use situation Ethics and some do not. Some candidates found the concept
of Situation Ethics difficult to grasp and confused it with the conscience.
In part (d) the candidate only offered one simple reason agreeing with the statement and
one in disagreement. This could easily have been improved by the use of an example in
both sections. Genetic engineering which is studied during the course as an example of an
issue not dealt with by the Bible and the Decalogue as an example of God’s standards which
still apply today.
The part (d) questions require the candidate to mention “Christianity” (in this question) or
“at least one religion” (in subsequent questions). This will normally require the candidate
to give a specific reference to a named religion with vague mentions of “religious people”
unable to score more than three marks from a possible six.

Examiner Tip
Remember to mention ‘Christianity’ or ‘at least one religion’ in at least one of the reasons
given for part (d).
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Question 2(a)
This definition, in particular, caused many candidates a problem. There are a number of
keywords in the units which are not specifically addressed by the teaching of the bullet points.
It is perfectly possible for a candidate to have studied Religion: Rights and Responsibilities
without coming across the term "pressure group" as anything other than a keyword.
Keywords need to be placed in context during teaching of the specification.

Examiner Comments
This provides an example of a partially correct response. The
candidate has grasped the idea of campaigning for change but
has not put their definition in a political context.

Examiner Tip
If this response had read "So they protest to the government
and create campaigns" it would have achieved full marks.
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Question 2(b)(c)(d)

Examiner Comments
This candidate exemplifies the very basic nature of many of the part (b) responses. However the
candidate states an opinion clearly by starting the response with "Yes". This candidate would have
improved their response by developing the reasons offered in part (b). The second point made in (b)
could easily be developed by using an example from the life of Jesus to demonstrate how he always
treated people well.This part (c) was very demanding for many students who struggled to provide
reasons about why it is important to vote. Many gave examples of political decisions that religious
people would not agree with but rarely managed to reach more than 4 marks. In part (d) a number
of candidates confused genetic engineering with infertility treatment and therefore could not pick
up marks. In the part (d) response the point against the quote could have been developed by some
consideration of why it is important for people to be individuals. However the candidate did not
address the part of the question specifically about Christian attitudes so mentioning that they might
disagree because they don’t believe in God was irrelevant.

Examiner Tip
Practice writing a reason and then adding some supporting evidence or an example to develop it.
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Question 3(a)
Section 8.2. Religion: environmental and medical issues
Similar numbers of candidates attempted questions 3 and 4.

Examiner Comments
This example illustrates the most common partially correct response which talks
about the creation of a new life. Most candidates linked the keyword to the creation
of the universe although often without reference to God.
It should be noted that this response contains two partially correct responses from
the mark scheme, namely making something and the creation of a new life however
these are not additive.

Examiner Tip
With this keyword remember "the creation" is a single event rather than "creation"
which is in common usage.
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Question 3(b)(c)(d)
There was evidence of useful transferred knowledge from science lessons and many students
used this appropriately. There was also evidence of some confusion about Global Warming with
some candidates believing that the carbon dioxide given off by burning fossil fuels makes holes in
the ozone layer that let the suns rays through.
There also remains some confusion between transplant surgery, infertility treatment and plastic
surgery with some students writing detailed answers about Christian attitudes to infertility
treatments when asked to comment on transplant surgery.
A number of students found question 3(b) difficult. This question asked them if they should be
able to sell their organs for transplant. Some candidates ignored the idea of selling them and
focussed their responses on organ donation. It is vital that students read the questions carefully.
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Examiner Comments
In part (b) those candidates who do not give their own opinion could not gain any marks. A number of
candidates treated these part (b) responses rather like a legacy part (d) question and started their answers
with "Christians would agree because...". The Christian reasons provided were often of high quality but could
not be credited because there was no sense that this was the students personal opinion. Had this candidate
started their answer with “As a Muslim I believe you should not donate organs because...” they would have
scored one mark and could have developed it by adding that Muslims believe their body should be intact for
Judgement Day. In part (c) candidates should be encouraged to divide their answer into separate reasons.
For example this candidate could have started by saying that the earth was a gift from Allah, gone onto the
idea that Muslims have a duty of stewardship and finished with the example of Muhammad to score 6 marks
rather than 4.

Examiner Tip
Students should be encouraged to start their (b) responses with either "I agree" or "I disagree". It is also
useful to say "Like Christians I agree with this statement" as this allows the candidate to use their religious
knowledge as part of their personal opinion and thereby gain credit for it.
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Question 4(a)

Examiner Comments
Many candidates found it difficult to provide an accurate definition of Artificial
Insemination. The most common incorrect responses suggested that the egg was
fertilised in a test tube. This was therefore a definition of In Vitro Fertilisation and,
as a definition of a different keyword, scored no marks. This candidate clearly has
learnt the definitions but the response had no sense of the fact that the fertilisation
of the egg takes place in the uterus and therefore only scored one mark.

Examiner Tip
Had the student inserted "in the uterus" into the response to this keyword this would
have scored full marks.
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Question 4(b)(c)(d)
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Examiner Comments
This provides an example of the work of a more able candidate.
In this part (b) response the candidate states clearly that whilst they can stop global warming to some extent
they don't believe it can ever actually be stopped. It is perfectly acceptable for candidates to be undecided
about their opinion as long as they make this clear.
In response to this part (c) question many candidates did not realise that the question only required reasons
why some Christians agree with organ transplant and provided reasons both in favour and against organ
transplantation. As a result these candidates rarely scored more than 4 marks.
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Question 5(a)
Section 8.3 Religion: peace and conflict
Question 6 was significantly more popular than question 5 though the scores achieved for both
remained comparable.

Examiner Comments
This response illustrates an alternative wording for the question scoring two marks.

Examiner Tip
Encourage students to become really familiar with the definitions. For example
keyword snap. The cards, once made, are a useful starter activity when it comes to
revision season.
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Question 5(b)(c)(d)
The structure of question 5(c) meant that students could choose a religion other than Christianity
and explain why its followers may be for OR against war. The students grasped the idea
confidently and produced some very sound answers although some candidates were very vague
and described rather than explained.
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Examiner Comments

This part (c) example illustrates a common approach to this
question with one reason and an example. The candidate
chooses Hinduism as their religion other than Christianity and
then goes on to give an answer which is based on race rather
than religion and therefore scores 0 marks. In cases where
0 marks were awarded in a (c) question it was impossible
to award Quality of Written Communication as there was
no religious coherence. It is therefore vital that candidates
carefully select the questions they choose to answer based
largely on the (c) question.
The part (d) questions required the candidates to mention
a religious perspective and many candidates having written
considered and thoughtful responses did not gain marks
because they didn’t mention a religious perspective.

Examiner Tip
A religious view in answer to this part (d) question could
have included the Golden Rule or Jesus’ teaching to love
your enemies.
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Question 6(b)(c)(d)
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Examiner Comments
Many students approached the 6(c) question with gusto giving relevant examples of
how religion could cause conflict in a family although some got sidetracked by food
laws.This candidate scored well in the part (c) question providing a number of
relevant examples to illustrate how religion can cause conflict in a family. However,
they struggled to gain marks in both part (b) and part (d).
In part (d), the candidate was clearly familiar with the concept of pacifism and the
idea of a Just War. However, they did not use this knowledge to extend their answer.
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Question 7(a)
Section 8.4 Religion: crime and punishment
Question 7 and 8 were attempted by roughly equal numbers of candidates and again the mean
scores remained comparable. However, by this stage in the paper a number of candidates were
clearly struggling for time. Candidates may benefit from regular timed assessments to give them
an idea of what they can reasonably be expected to write in the 20 minutes available for each
question.
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Question 7(b)(c)(d)
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Examiner Comments
In contrast to the candidate response illustrated in Question 6 this candidate scored well in questions
which considered opinions and attitudes rather than those requiring more detailed understanding of the
beliefs of another religion.
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Question 8(b)(c)(d)
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Examiner Comments
In this part (b) example the student scored 2 marks for two simple reasons. The second reason could be
read continuously with the first giving one developed reason with paragraph two providing an example
for paragraph one. That would allow the student to give a second reason. The second reason could have
used the idea of situation ethics developed by the idea that the law of God is more important than the
laws of man.
In part (c) the candidate scored eight marks. The response was clearly divided into separate reasons
with relevant simple religious content.
In part (d) two marks were credited for (d)(i) for the idea of capital punishment as murder which
Christians wouldn't agree with. Had the student used the opportunity to demonstrate knowledge of the
Decalogue this would have been a full mark response.
In part (d)(ii) there are three brief reasons given - stops reoffending, acts as a deterrent and costs the
tax payer less and therefore the candidate achieves three marks.

Examiner Tip
Many students made a real effort and scored marks consistently throughout the paper. They tended to
lose marks on the (b) question, emphasising, the importance of students understanding how to develop
their responses to score maximum marks.
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A general summary of areas for improvement may prove useful to centres.
The only area of the paper where candidates need to show developed reasoning is in part (b)
of the questions. In all other questions candidates can reach full marks with multiple simple
reasons. Many candidates found it difficult to develop their reasons and focus on this area will
improve candidate performance. The mark scheme shows examples of developed responses.
In part (c) questions the candidates are now assessed for Quality of Written communication.
This judgement is based on the religious coherence of the writing, most candidates benefited
from this approach.
In part (d) questions some candidates did not separate the arguments which agreed with their
opinion and those that disagreed therefore choosing to use a format more suited to the legacy
specification (d) questions. Candidates will benefit from practice of dividing up their answers
in this way.

Grade Boundaries
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